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Essential Project
Management Skills

Kerry R. Wills

About the Book
In today’s business world, project managers not only have to be diligent in
project planning and execution, but also need to have skills in persuasion,
communication, and relationship management. Reflecting the changing
landscape of projects today, Essential Project Management Skills empowers
project managers to master the skills necessary to succeed in the current
environment.
Divided into four sections by chapter and enhanced with tables and diagrams,
the book begins by introducing the concepts related to the changing project
landscape and their impact on projects. It then delves into the details of several
trends within the project landscape, describes the challenges created by these
trends for project managers, and provides illuminating case studies that
elucidate each trend and its impact. Next, the book outlines the skills required to
be successful in this new environment and offers techniques that can be applied
to fully master them. Each of these skills is aligned with a case study in which the
skills and techniques are used and the outcomes discussed. Finally, the book
ties together the evolution of the project landscape, the challenges posed, and
the new skills required to manage projects successfully in today’s environment.
The book also provides a checklist of the skills and techniques in the context of
different project scenarios.
Written by an expert with a career of hands-on experience in the project
management field, this volume is invaluable for project managers who have a
fundamental background in project management principles and want to
augment their toolbox of skills and techniques around the delivery of projects in
today’s complicated business environment.
Contents
Preface, Author, Background, Changing Project Landscape, The New Project
Management Skills, Summary , References, Index.
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Ethics and
Project Management

Ralph L. Kliem

About the Book
Ethics plays a critical role in project management, but all too often, its importance
is overlooked. This benign neglect can result in serious consequences to
individuals and organizations, ranging from tarnished reputations to civil and
criminal liability. Ethics and Project Management demonstrates the importance
of making ethics a key consideration in managing projects and describes the
impacts that occur when ethical transgressions arise.
Providing the tools necessary for project managers to avoid an ethical lapse that
can put themselves and their organization at risk, this volume:
Ÿ

Defines ethics and places it within the project management context

Ÿ

Discusses the contents of the Project Management Institute’s code of ethics

Ÿ

Enables project managers to recognize some of the trends that precipitate
ethical dilemmas on a project

Ÿ

Demonstrates how ethical concerns permeate the entire project life cycle

Ÿ

Provides tips on establishing a governance protocol to ensure ethical
compliance

Ÿ

Explores legal issues that arise from unethical behavior

Ÿ

Examines how ethical concerns on a project can have global implications,
and how to operate in international settings with cultural differences

Each chapter ends with a Getting Started Checklist, facilitating immediate
application of the concepts discussed and making it easy for project managers
to determine whether they are in compliance with ethical standards. Providing a
solid roadmap for the ethical health of a project, this volume is essential reading
for all those concerned with avoiding the disastrous consequences of a cavalier
approach to ethics.
Contents
Ethics and Project Management, Why Ethics Should Matter to Project Managers,
The Ethical Trends and Challenges Confronting, How Ethics Permeates the
Entire Project Life, Ethics and Project Governance, Ethics and the Law, Ethics,
Globalization, and Project Management, Making Ethics a Reality, Glossary,
Bibliography, Index.
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Global Project Management
Communication, Collaboration and
Management Across Borders

Jean Binder

About the Book
Ongoing research shows that whilst 90 per cent of large companies are
conducting global projects to take advantage of distributed skills, around-theclock operations and virtual team environments, less than one third of them have
effective, established practices to help project managers and team members
working over a distance. As a consequence, most organisations struggle to
reach the required levels of quality and effectiveness from these projects
because their methods and practices are not adapted to a global multi-cultural
environment, where most communication is in writing and asynchronous. Global
Project Management describes how to adapt your organisation and your
projects to thrive in this environment. The book goes beyond the
recommendations on collaborative tools, to suggest the development of best
practices on cross-cultural team management and global communication,
recommend organisational changes and project structures, and propose
alternatives for the implementation of the new practices and methods.
The text is filled with real-life examples and techniques and illustrates how to
apply the recommendations as part of the successful management of any global
project.
Contents
List of Figures, List of Tables, Acknowledgements, Preface, Introduction. Part
One Global Teams: Cross-cultural collaboration; Global project leadership; Trust
building; Conflict resolution; Coaching over distance. Part Two Global
Communication: Stakeholders and communication channels; Meeting rules and
templates; Global communication strategy; Global communication techniques;
Global creativity. Part Three Global Organisations: Global project structure;
Selection of international human resources; Global program and project offices;
Organisational support; Global collaborative networks. Part Four
Implementation of Collaborative Tools: Basic infrastructure; Interactive audio and
video; Interactive text and images; Knowledge sharing; Collaborative project
management software. Part Five Adoption of Collaborative Tools: Getting
connected; Effective audio and video conferences; Coordinating and attending
online meetings; Fostering knowledge exchange; Collaborative project
management. Part Six Implementing the Global Project Management
Framework: A charter for the Framework; Implementation strategies. Coda;
Bibliography; Index.
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Green Project
Management

Richard Maltzman
David shirley

About the Book
Detailing cutting-edge green techniques and methods, this book teaches project
managers how to maximize resources and get the most out of limited budgets. It
supplies proven techniques and best practices in green project management,
including risk and opportunity assessments. With illustrative case studies and
insights from acknowledged leaders in green project management, the text:
Ÿ

Explains how to tap into green incentives, including grants, rebates, and tax
credits

Ÿ

Includes case studies that illustrate how to integrate green techniques and
methods to generate cost savings and maximize resources

Ÿ

Provides green techniques that take little time to implement, can benefit all
types of projects, and can generate immediate savings to your project’s
bottom line

Contents
Foreword, Acknowledgments, The Authors, Introduction, SURFING THE GREEN
WAVE, Problem Drivers and Indicators, Green Project Terminology: The
Language of the Green Wave, Understanding Green Project Fundamentals,
Types of Projects: A Rainbow of Green, HIKING THE PROJECT, Project Ideation,
Developing the Project, Executing the Project, Taking the Watch (Monitoring and
Controlling) , APPROACHING THE FINISH LINE, The Beginning and the End?
Lean Thinking, Muda, and the Four Ls, At the Top of Their Game, Enabling Green
to Earn You "Green” , CROSSING THE FINISH LINE, Tips, Tools, and Techniques
to Green (A Green Project Manager’s Toolbox), Resource Information
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Handbook of
Project Management
5/Ed.

Edited by

Rodney Turner

About the Book
Over the course of five editions, the Gower Handbook of Project Management
has become the definitive desk reference for project management practitioners.
The Handbook gives an introduction to, and overview of, the essential knowledge
required for managing projects. The team of expert contributors, selected to
introduce the reader to the knowledge and skills required to manage projects,
includes many of the most experienced and highly regarded international writers
and practitioners.
The Fifth Edition has been substantially restructured. All but two of the authors
are new, reflecting the fast-changing and emerging perspectives on projects and
their management.
The four sections in the book describe:
Ÿ

Projects, their context, value and how they are connected to organizational
strategy;

Ÿ

Performance: describing how to manage the delivery of the project, covering
scope, quality, cost, time, resources, risk and sustainability

Ÿ

Process: from start up to close down

Ÿ

Portfolio: the project and its relationship to the organization

The discrete nature of each chapter makes this Handbook a wonderful source of
advice and background theory that is easy to consult. Gower Handbook of
Project Management is an encyclopedia for the discipline and profession of
project management; a bible for project clients, contractors and students.
Contents
List of Figures, List of Tables, Preface, Notes on Contributors, Other Books by
Rodney Turner Published by Gower, A handbook for project management
practitioners, Rodney Turner. Part 1 Projects: Chapter 2: Projects and their
management, Rodney Turner; Part 2 Performance: Measuring performance,
Lynn Crawford; Part 3 Process: Managing the process, Rodney Turner and
Martina Huemann; Part 4 Portfolio: Complex projects, Marcel Hertogh and Eddy
Westerveld; Part 5 Perspectives: The common story of great projects, Dov Dvir
and Aaron Shenhar; Index.
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Implementing the
Project Management
Balanced Scorecard
Jessica Keyes

About the Book
Business managers have long known the power of the Balanced Scorecard in
executing corporate strategy. Implementing the Project Management Balanced
Scorecard shows project managers how they too can use this framework to meet
strategic objectives. It supplies valuable insight into the project management
process as a whole and provides detailed explanations on how to effectively
implement the balanced scorecard to measure and manage performance and
projects.
The book details a tactical approach for implementing the scorecard approach at
the project level and investigates numerous sample scorecards, metrics, and
techniques. It examines recent research on critical issues such as performance
measurement and management, continuous process improvement,
benchmarking, metrics selection, and people management. It also explains how
to integrate these issues with the four perspectives of the balanced scorecard:
customer, business processes, learning and innovation, and financial.
Filled with examples and case histories, the book directly relates the scorecard
concept to the major project management steps of determining scope,
scheduling, estimation, risk management, procurement, and project
termination. Complete with a plethora of resources in its appendices and on the
accompanying CD, the text includes detailed instructions for developing a
measurement program, a full metrics guide, a sample project plan, and a set of
project management fill-in forms.
Contents
Foreword, Preface, Acknowledgments, About the Author, Aligning the Project to
Meet Strategic Objectives, Aligning the Project to Meet Financial Objectives,
Aligning the Project to Meet Customer Objectives, Aligning the Project to Meet
Business Process Objectives, Aligning the Project to Promote Learning and
Growth, Balanced Scorecard and Project Scope Management, Balanced
Scorecard and Project Scheduling, Balanced Scorecard and Project Estimation,
Balanced Scorecard and Project Risk, Balanced Scorecard and Procurement
Management, Balanced Scorecard and Project Termination
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Industrial Project
Management
Concepts, Tools, and Techniques

Adedeji Badiru
Abidemi Badiru
Adetokunboh Badiru

About the Book
Whatever your business, getting the work done on time can make or break your
organization. The faster the world moves, the more this becomes important. The
expanding utility and relevance of project management has lead to its
emergence as a separate body of knowledge embraced by various disciplines
ranging from engineering and business to social services.
Detailing the value of project management when applied to industrial
enterprises, Industrial Project Management: Concepts, Tools, and Techniques
presents an integrated approach to the subject, focusing specifically on
industrial applications. The book covers the concepts, tools, and techniques,
both the emerging and the tried-and-true, of project management. The elements
of the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®) provide a unifying
platform for the topics discussed. The authors also include a project-oriented
chapter on Lean Six Sigma as well as appendices on project terms, definitions,
and acronyms.
In today’s highly competitive global market, the race to get ahead is even more
intense. An excellent platform for integrating management techniques and
business processes, when done correctly project management can help you
synthesize management methods such as statistics, operations research, Six
Sigma, computer simulation, and so on. A practical guide, Industrial Project
Management delineates the tools and techniques necessary for using project
management in an industrial setting to mitigate the adverse effects of time, cost,
and performance constraints typical for any project.
Contents
-Characteristics of Industrial Projects -Principles of Project Management -Time
and Schedule Management -Project Duration Diagnostics -Schedule
Compression Techniques -Resource Analysis and Management -Techniques for
Project Forecasting -Six Sigma and Lean Project Management -Project Risk
Analysis -Project Economic Analysis -Industrial Project Management Case
Studies Appendix A: Project Terms and Definitions Appendix B: Project
Acronyms, Index.
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Leadership Principles
for Project Success

Thomas Juli

About the Book
This book is about project success and it reveals the secret to achieving this
success, effective project leadership. Filled with samples, templates, and
guidelines, it covers the five principles of effective project leadership: building
vision, nurturing collaboration, promoting performance, cultivating learning, and
ensuring results. Using nontechnical language, this practical guide explains how
to integrate these principles into daily work to help you effectively set up,
manage, and align your projects for success.
Contents
Preface, Acknowledgements, About the Author, The World of Projects, THE
PROJECT LEADERSHIP PYRAMID, Introducing the Project Leadership Pyramid,
Principle 1: Build Vision, Principle 2: Nurture Collaboration, Principle 3: Promote
Performance, Principle 4: Cultivate Learning, Principle 5: Ensure Results, The
Dynamic Pyramid, THE PROJECT LEADERSHIP PYRAMID IN PRACTICE,
Practicing the Principles, Project Initiation and Set-Up, Project Execution,
Projects in Trouble, Closing a Project, Summary, How to Become an Effective
Project Leader
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Moving From
Project Management
To Project Leadership
A Practical Guide to Leading Groups

R. Camper Bull

About the Book
Imagine if we were using the same medical techniques today that were used
during the Industrial Revolution, including the practice of bloodletting using
leeches. Medicine has come a long way since then. So why do organizations and
corporations cling to management techniques that are just as obsolete as the
bleed-and-leech model? In a global workplace that is more diverse and filled with
entirely new challenges, now is the time for organizations to evolve to a more
effective style of leadership and project management.
A roadmap for leading projects and groups, Moving from Project Management to
Project Leadership: A Practical Guide to Leading Groups covers the theory,
strategy, and tactics that create high-performing teams and organizations. The
first half of the book delineates the theories and practical knowledge required to
be an extraordinarily effective leader. It defines what it is, exactly, that you need to
do to be the best leader you can be. The second half of the book provides the
tools and processes required to put that knowledge into place.
The author explores the theory that it’s all about the communication. By paying
close attention to organizational clarity and the way messages are transmitted
within your organization, you will find new ways of empowering people while
increasing efficiency — something the old management style can rarely boast. If
project leadership is the main thesis of this book, the power of effective top-down
communication is the tune you’ll be humming after putting this book down.
Contents
Introduction, The Case for Project Leadership, -The Fundamentals -The Project
Manager as Entrepreneur -Understanding Teamwork -Teams versus Groups
-Leadership versus Management, The Extraordinary Project Leader -Concrete
Leadership -Dealing with Change -Leadership Sideways -Leading the Next
Generation -Leadership Development -From Good to Great, Getting Things
Done as a Project Leader -Project Leader Organization -Project Team
Organization -Taking on Tasks, Conclusions, Appendix, Glossary, Bibliography,
Index
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Project
Infrastructure Finance

S.K. Bagchi

About the Book
Project Finance (including infrastructure finance) has been passing through an
evolutionary phase in the process of rapid industrialization of countries with
concomitant focus on infrastructure development. Unlike in the past, the
Commercial Banks around the globe are increasingly participating in the total
financing process of not only large-sized industrial projects but also for
infrastructure projects that are generally of larger dimension than usual project
finance cases.
The Book, ‘Project/Infrastructure Finance’ aims at meeting the requirements of
contemporary professional courses besides being an all – inclusive reference
point for Finance Practitioners like CAs, CFAs, etc., Finance Management
teachers, officials of Banks and Financial Institutions and also promoters of such
projects.
Contents
1. Understanding Project-Finance, 2. Infrastructure Anatom, 3. Finance for
Infrastructure, 4. Accounting Ratios in infrastructure and the Projects, 5. Credit
Rating for Infrastructure Projects, 6.Techniques of Infrastructure Lending,
7. Regulatory Framework, 8. Terms and Conditions of Sanction and Security
Documentation, 9. Case Studies on Infrastructure Lending, 10. PostDisbursement Supervision, 11. Accounting Standards and Audits, 12. Risk
Management Implications, 13. Recovery of Non-Performing Accounts, Annexure
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Project Management
Toolbox
Tools and Techniques for the
Practicing Project Manager

Dragan Z. Milosevic

About the Book
When there is no time for theory–just effective, systematic methods for planning
and controlling projects–open the Project Management ToolBox. It provides
more than fifty tools and techniques that ensure a seamless performance of
orderly project activities resulting in fast, repeatable, high-quality products in any
industry. Based on the industry-standard Project Management Institute’s Body of
Knowledge, this instant-access guide provides the tools, skill sets, expert advice,
and step-by-step guidance to:
Ÿ

Plan projects realistically to accomplish business goals and strategies

Ÿ

Control project scope, schedule, cost, and quality

Ÿ

Build effective teams and respond to risk

Ÿ

Select and customize a PM toolbox by project size or type

Ÿ

Align the PM toolbox with corporate strategy.

Contents
PART I: PROJECT INITIATION TOOLS.
PART II: PROJECT PLANNING TOOLS.
PART III: PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS.
PART IV: INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS.
Appendix A: Linking Project Management Tools to PMBOK.
Appendix B: Project Management Toolboxes per Project Size.
Appendix C: Project Management Toolboxes per Project Family.
Appendix D: Project Management Toolboxes per Project Type.
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Project Management Toolkit
4 Vols Set

Dr. Trish` Melton
Peter Iles-smith
Jim Yates

About the Book
This book provides you with the tools required to approach and manage
projects. These effective skills will impact positively on the success of both the
projects you are involved with and of your organization.
Key features
Ÿ

A practical handbook for both career project managers and those involved
intermittently with projects throughout their career

Ÿ

Provides simple step-by-step tools for understanding and managing each of
the project value-add stages:

Ÿ

Developing a business case

Ÿ

Robust planning

Ÿ

Staying in control

Ÿ

Delivering benefits

Ÿ

Focussed on the needs of engineering and other technical project
managers, but generic enough to support projects in other areas

Ÿ

Brief and visually led, the Toolkit is designed to get you up and running fast
and to increase the certainty of a positive project outcome from day one

Ÿ

Comprehensive real world case studies demonstrate the use of tools

Ÿ

Supported by downloadable online project planning templates that enable
the techniques developed in the book to be applied in practice.

Project Management Toolkit introduces the whole project life-cycle. It is the first of
four project management titles that separately build skills in critical PM areas and
together provide a powerful project management resource.
Contents
About the author, About the Project Management Essentials Series, Foreword,
Acknowledgements, How to use this book, The Basics for Project Success,
Developing a Project Delivery Strategy, Linking projects to the Business,
Maintaining Control and Achieving Success
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Project Management
Tools and Techniques
For Success
Christine B. Tayntor

About the Book
Emphasizing that its much easier and more cost effective to make changes in the
planning phases of a project rather than later on in the process, Project
Management Tools and Techniques for Success provides an accessible
introduction to project management fundamentals. Highlighting approaches for
avoiding common pitfalls, it begins with an introduction to project management
that compares and contrasts the stages of poor management with those of
effective management.
Because change is inherent in virtually all projects, the text outlines the human
effects of change and suggests ways to mitigate these effects. It addresses team
dynamics, sourcing alternatives, motivating the team, managing expectations,
assessing risk, and defining and prioritizing project requirements. The book
translates difficult concepts into practical applications with a case study that
examines the merger of two companies, along with the subsequent development
of a new corporate headquarters.
By adding a layer of statistical methods and tools to the front-end of a project,
Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) augments standard Six Sigma processes to help
ensure project results meet customers needs and that delays caused by new
requirements or rework after implementation are eliminated or reduced. The
book explains how to effectively incorporate DFSS tools to reduce the possibility
of failure in your next project.
Clearly illustrating effective project management practices, the book includes a
listing of commonly used acronyms, suggestions for additional reading, along
with instructions on how to create four of the most important tools discussed in
the book.
Contents
Introduction to Project Management, The Initiation/ Definition Phase, The
Planning Phase, Part 1: Who’s Involved? The Planning Phase, Part 2: What,
Where and When, The Execution and Control Phase, Part I: More Planning, The
Execution and Control Phase, Part II: Making it Happen, The Closeout Phase,
Appendices.
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Project Management
10th Ed

Dennis Lock

About the Book
Dennis Locks masterly exposition of the principles and practice of project
management has been pre-eminent in its field for four decades. It was among the
very few early books to treat project management holistically, rather than as a
collection of separate techniques. It thus explains the entire project management
process in great detail, demonstrating techniques ranging from the simplest of
charts to sophisticated computer applications. Everything is reinforced
throughout with case examples and diagrams.
The text has been completely restructured and largely rewritten for this tenth
edition, so that the sequence now follows even more closely the life-cycle of a
typical project from its earliest definition to final close-out. Case examples and
diagrams have all been reviewed, updated, augmented or replaced. Expansion
from 25 to 30 chapters has allowed greater emphasis to be given to stakeholders
perceptions of success, the organization and management of business change
projects, peoples roles in project management and the wider business contexts
in which project management has been adopted.
As with previous editions, meticulous care has been taken to ensure that the text
style is reader-friendly and free of unnecessary jargon, with clear diagrams and a
construction that is logically organized, well indexed and simple to navigate. The
result is certain to maintain the books acclaimed status as the standard work for
managers and students alike. Project Management is the best British textbook
on the subject. Students prefer it for its approachable style and excellent value for
money.
Contents
List of Figures, CD-ROM Contents, Preface to the Tenth edition, -Introduction to
project management -Factors for project success or failure -Defining the project
-Estimating project costs -First steps in planning the timescale -Financial
appraisal and the business plan -Managing Project Risk -Project authorization
-Project organization structures -Organization and initial conduct of
management change and IT projects -The project manager and associated roles
-Project breakdown structures -Detailed planning: an introduction to critical path
networks -Detailed planning: critical path networks in practice -Sucheduling
resource, Part 1: principles -Sucheduling resource, Part 2: practical advice
-Scheduling cash flows -Computer applications -Managing project start-up
-Introduction to project contracts and purchase orders -Managing procurement
and the supply chain -Managing progress -Managing changes -Managing
project costs -Earned value analysis and cost reporting -Managing multiple
projects, programmes and portfolios -Implementing business change projects
-Managing project closure -Corporate managers’ support for the project
manager, Bibliography, Index.
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Project Risk
Management Guidelines
Managing Risk in Large Projects
and Complex Procurements

Dale Cooper
Stephen Grey
Geoffrey Raymond
Phil Walker
About the Book
Managing risk is important to the success of any project. In large–scale or
complex situations it becomes critical.
This book focuses on principles, practices and techniques for effective risk
management in complex and large–scale projects and procurements. Chapter
by chapter, the authors present simple, practical steps and illustrate them with
examples drawn from their extensive experience across different countries,
sectors, cultures and project phases. Qualitative and quantitative approaches
are covered. As well as traditional structures and processes, they also discuss
new developments in the way projects are conducted, such as outsourcing
arrangements and risk–sharing structures like public–private partnerships.
Undertaking risk management and applying its techniques can lead to improved
outcomes by capturing opportunities and reducing risk exposure. Unique in its
focus and featuring a wealth of checklists, tables and other resources, this book
will prove an essential and enduring tool for anyone involved with project work.
Contents
Foreword. Preface. About the authors. Introduction to project risk management.
Part I: The basics of project risk management. 1. The project risk management
approach. 2. Establish the context. 3. Risk identification. 4. Qualitative risk
assessment. 5. Semi-quantitative risk assessment. 6. Risk treatment.
7. Monitoring and review. 8. Communication and reporting. 9. Project processes
and plans. 10. Simplifying the process. 11. Managing opportunities. 12. Other
approaches to project risk management. Part II: Extending the basic process.
13. Case study: tender evaluation. 14. Contracts and risk allocation. 15. Market
testing and outsourcing. 16. Public–private partnerships and private financing.
17. Technical tools and techniques. 18. Introduction to environmental risk
management. Part III: Quantification of project risks. 19. Introduction to
quantification for project risks. 20. Cost-estimating case studies. 21. Case study:
planning a timber development. 22. Capital evaluation for large resource
projects. 23. Risk analysis and economic appraisal. 24. Conclusions. Part IV:
Additional information and supporting material. 25. Risk management process
checklist. 26. Worksheets and evaluation tables. 27. Examples of risks and
treatments. Glossary. References. Index.
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Scrum Project
Management

Kim H. Pries
Jon M. Quigley

About the Book
Originally created for agile software development, scrum provides project
managers with the flexibility needed to meet ever-changing consumer demands.
Presenting a modified version of the agile software development framework,
Scrum Project Management introduces Scrum basics and explains how to apply
this adaptive technique to effectively manage a wide range of programs and
complex projects.
The book provides proven planning methods for controlling project scope and
ensuring your project stays on schedule. It includes scrum tracking methods to
help your team maintain a focus on improving throughput and streamlining
communications. It also demonstrates how to:
Ÿ Combine traditional project management methods with scrum
Ÿ Adapt the familiar work breakdown structure to create scrum backlogs and
sprints
Ÿ Use a "scrum of scrums" to manage programs
Ÿ Apply earned value management, critical path, and PERT in the context of
scrum
Having successfully deployed and implemented scrum across multiple
companies and departments, the authors provide valuable insight into how they
achieved their past successes and how they overcame the trials involved with the
deployment of a scrum environment.
Contents
Why Scrum? Scrum Basics, Scrum and Conventional Project Management,
Complex Program Management, Scrum and Line Management, Scrum and the
Waterfall Method, Scrum and Education, Scrum and Six Sigma, Scrum and
Systems Engineering Defense-Style, Scrum and Service Industry, Scrum and
Hospitals, Outsourced Scrum, The New Age, Final Words, Bibliography, Index.
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